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Excursus Caravaggesco, New Information on Caravaggio and the Mattei Family and 
Exclusive Infrared Reflectography Analysis of The Taking of Christ and Saint Francis in 
Meditation (former. Cecconi collection). 

by Sergio ROSSI * 

With this special issue we begin publication of the writings that Prof. Sergio Rossi 
(formerly of La Sapienza University of Rome) has dedicated to of issues and 
assessment relating to the figure and work of Caravaggio. These are not the 
impromptu judgments that too many pseudo experts—invariably amateurs—feel 
qualified to give, taking advantage of the great following of the Lombard genius. Instead, 
our study is based on the reflections of a well-known scholar, former university assistant 
of Giulio Carlo Argan and later lecturer and collaborator at the Faculty of Letters of 
Maurizio Calvesi, elaborated in the light of his studies and research. His findings today 
lead us to reconsider—as readers  can verify—numerous opinions on Merisi  and 
overturn many clichés often taken as  authentic. We have divided the first of these works 
into two very substantial parts, today publishing the text related to the Mattei 
commissions, publishing exclusively the reflectography analysis on the Taking of Christ 
and on St. Francis in Prayer, known as ex Cecconi. The article will continue in next 
Sunday's issue. Other very important news will follow. 

* NB. The images relating to the Presa di Cristo ex Sannini (now coll. Mario Bigetti) are 
those of the cleaning phase, and do not therefore sufficiently reflect their real state.

Again on Caravaggio and the Mattei: addenda, checks and conformity. 

Caravaggio's relationship with the Mattei family can be considered one of the most significant 
ties of all early seventeenth century Roman patronage. The book by Francesca Cappelletti and 
Laura Testa, Il Trattenimento dei virtuosi (The Detention of the Virtuous), [1]  made a very 
important contribution to our understanding of this topic. But now, twenty-seven years after 
its release, there is need of some revision of the volume, presented as follows in the 
“Introduction” by Maurizio Calvesi: 

"The most striking aspect of the documentary research conducted by Francesca Cappelletti 
and Laura Testa, in their reconstruction of the Mattei collections of antiquities and 
paintings, undoubtedly lies in the  updates concerning Caravaggio. This clarifies not only 
that the Supper at Emmaus in London, which Bellori holds was painted for Scipione 
Borghese, originally belonged to Ciriaco Mattei, but the exact acquisition date of 1601 is 
established ... The Taking of Christ, recently found and previously attributed various 
acquisition dates ... was acquired in 1602. The St. John the Baptist of the Capitoline 
collections is with all likelihood to be connected to payments from the second half of 1602. 
No document has emerged for the Incredulity of Saint Thomas, which according to 
Baglione [2] was one of the canvases painted for Ciriaco. This would seem to indicate that 
it was actually painted for Vincenzo Giustiniani, who already owned it in 1607.” [3] 

This is just to highlight some of the specific contributions of the volume, which also has the 
merit of reconstructing the importance of the role that the Mattei played  not only in the realm 
of patronage but also in the broader political, religious and cultural relations of seventeenth-
century Rome. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn1
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Though much has been said, there is still much more, as the present essay will try to 
demonstrate, through evidence, hypotheses, and insight. The evidence concerns the Supper at 
Emmaus in London [fig. 1]  

for which is a set point for the two scholars; the hypothesis concerns the Capitoline Saint John 
the Baptist, which according to a recent analysis by R. Papa [4] might actually be Isaac and is, in 
my opinion, a figure who ambiguously represents both characters [fig.2]; the in-depth studies 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/11-Cena-in-Emmaus.jpg
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concern first of all a painting not examined in Il Trattenimento dei Virtuosi and which instead I 
consider, on the basis of recent and in-depth research, also linked to the Mattei family, that is, 
the St. Francis in Prayer formerly the Cecconi collection [5] [fig . 3];  

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn5
https://www.aboutartonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/13caravaggio.jpg
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Caravaggio, Saint Francis in Prayer, formerly coll. Cecconi 

and again The Taking of Christ, whose original version, based on a careful reading of the 
documents published in the volume just cited, and contrary to what the authors themselves 
thought, is not the canvas now in the National Gallery of Dublin [ fig. 4] 

The Taking of Christ, Dublin version 

but the one previously belonging to the Sannini collection [6] [fig.5]. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn6
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The Taking of Christ, Sannini version (now coll. Mario Bigetti) 

Before analyzing all these works specifically, however, it is necessary to spend a couple 
of introductory words on the main exponents of the family that is the subject of this essay and 
the role they played in the most important religious, political and cultural circles of papal Rome, 
starting with Girolamo Mattei, made cardinal in 1586: 

“An expert in law, he was part of the Congregation for the implementation and 
interpretation of the decrees of the Council of Trent and was commissioned by the pontiff 
to draw up, together with Cardinals Pinelli, Pietro Aldobrandini and Ascanio Colonna, a 
new edition of the decretals. Deputy of the French Congregation and protector of Ireland, 
in close relations with the Medici family ... the cardinal was a member of the 
Archconfraternity of the Gonfalone and protector of the Franciscans and the Ara Coeli 
convent, which he had restored and renovated between 1597 and 1598. His support for the 
evangelical concepts of the mendicant order and the circle of Federico Borromeo, with 
whom he corresponded, was aimed at saving the value of works and the promotion of 
charity. This led him to found the Collegio Mattei, a cultural institution responsible for 
providing adequate sustenance for poor young people who wished to undertake 
ecclesiastical studies, and which lodged in its palace "a number of poor people for whom it 
provided everything they needed” in times of famine. [7] 

We will soon see how these privileged relationships with the Franciscans, the mendicant orders 
and Federico Borromeo have been invaluable in connecting the aforementioned St. Francis in 
Prayer to Mattei and his brother Ciriaco. 

The latter was, for culture and wealth, a person of prime importance in Rome between 
the end of the sixteenth and the beginning of the seventeenth century, very close, among other 
things, to the environment of the Oratorians and in direct relationship with San Filippo Neri: 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn7
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“It was precisely in his villa della Navicella that the saint stopped on the occasion of the 
pilgrimage of the seven churches and, leaning against a stone seat," talked with his 
disciples about things of God "... while ... further ties connected Ciriaco not only to the 
Oratory, but in general to the circles of the most advanced and enlightened sector of the 
Roman Catholic reform.”[8]. 

His fondness for Caravaggio's art, due not only to aesthetic preferences but also for ideological 
reasons and common religious sensitivity, is clear when we consider that he was willing to pay 
very high sums for Merisi’s paintings.  

Merisi therefore, as now appears irrefutable, based on the most recent studies, though 
rebellious, sinful, intolerant of rules and disliked by many powerful people, was at the same 
time a passionate believer “inked to the most enlightened sector” of Roman Catholicism, 
endowed with a prodigious culture and artistic memory, sought after and protected by some of 
the most influential families of the city. Yet even today, despite all evidence, the image of an 
ignorant Caravaggio surrounded by patrons and sponsors as ignorant as he, a heretic or even 
an atheist, only capable of painting what he had in front of his eyes, unfortunately dies hard. 

An excellent example of how an excessive "anti-iconological" and revisionist prejudice 
of allegorical, religious and moral meaning in Merisi's painting can lead to real 
historiographical misunderstanding can is found in Evelina Borea's comment on the Life of 
Caravaggio by Bellori [9].  Now definitively dated (1976), it is indicative of the Longhian 
"fanaticism" that still pervades too many studies on Merisi and ends up doing a disservice even 
to the thought of Longhi himself, who remains one of the greatest and unsurpassed interpreters 
of the Lombard master . 

This passage is an exhaustive explanation: 

“The allegorical meaning and the cultural references that can be recognized in a 
Caravaggesque figuration are always secondary [? my question mark] compared to the 
extraordinary method of painting the sensitive world through direct contact, in terms of 
physical concreteness. In the modern era, based on the interpretation of the subversive art 
of Caravaggio [i.e., the Bellorian text of 1672!], Roberto Longhi does not differ from the 
approach of the seventeenth-century writer.” 

In essence, it is like saying that Longhi was standing still in the 18th century! But Borea goes 
on to point out the public mockery of those who supported none other than Caravaggio: 

“He copied the ancient sarcophagi, he always proposed edifying purposes, he was the 
Giordano Bruno of painting, he never painted a picture without hiding in it moralistic 
allusions and quotations from Ripa or Alciati, he translated into painting the thoughts of 
Plotinus, St Augustine, San Filippo Neri, Federico Borromeo, and concealed alchemical 
undertones: the essay by M. Calvesi (“Caravaggio o della salvazione” Storia dell'arte, 9-10, 
1971, pp. 93-141, pp. 93-141), particularly expressive of the current trend of research on 
the “esoteric” Caravaggio beyond all limits of credibility.”[10] 

Apart from the unsuccessful attempt to create a terrible parody of the thought of Calvesi, who 
then gradually went on to specify and refine his ideas, it is evident that Borea has an image of 
Merisi (but also, for example, of Ferdinando Bologna twenty years later) as someone who 
could not paint if he did not have a model in front of his eyes, a concept now unsustainable. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn8
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By comparison, Bellori's thought is a model of objectivity. In order to justify his criticism 
of Caravaggio, the great seventeenth-century theorist started from an assumption that is a 
sort of summa of academic idealism and combines Platonism and Aristotelianism, albeit in a 
somewhat naive and   contradictory way: 

“In manufacturing his marvelous works, that artist of supreme and eternal author 
intellect, constituted the first forms called ideas so that each type expressed was from that 
first idea, forming the wonderful context of created things.” 

But nature, while always aiming to “produce its excellent effects" is subjected to “the inequality 
of matter:” 

“This is because noble painters and sculptors, imitating that First Blacksmith, are also an 
example of superior beauty in their minds, and—as they look at it—amend nature without 
amending its colors or features. Originated by nature [... the Idea ...] surpasses the origin 
and original design of art. Measured by the compass of the intellect, it becomes the 
measure of the hand, animated by the imaginative it gives life to the image. The Ideas of 
the painter and sculptor are that perfect example of the mind, which by imitating, makes 
imagined form resemble the things that come into sight.” [11] 

Here, the contradiction of initially considering the Idea that originated directly in God, and 
subsequently "originated by nature” is evident. It is  a contradiction that distinguishes all 
Bellori’s thought but which has not kept the text from considerable fame, and which, in any 
case, has its own logical raison d'etre: to contrast the art of Annibale Carracci, a perfect 
example of synthesis of Idea and Nature, to that of a "purely natural" Caravaggio. Indeed, mere 
imitation is so much inferior to true art. 

“…artists, producing similarities and being imitators of bodies, without election and choice 
of the idea, were taken up by it: Demetrius received a note of being too natural, Dionisio 
was blamed for having painted men similar to us, commonly called an anthropograph, that 
is a painter of men. Pausone and Pirreico were the most greatly condemned, for having 
imitated the worst and the most vile, just as in these times Michel Angelo da Caravaggio 
was condemned as too natural, since he painted likeness, and the Dutch painter, Pieter van 
Laer, known as ‘Il Bamboccio’ the worst.”[12] 

Moreover, here Bellori repeats what Aristotle already claimed in his Poetics, when the 
philosopher, after observing that poets will imitate either better men than us, or worse than us 
or like us, writes: 

“So do painters. Polygnotus, for example, portrayed better beings, Pausone worse, Dionisio 
similar ... This is precisely the difference from which tragedy and comedy are also 
distinguished: one tends to represent worse characters, the other better than today's men.” 

That thought taken up again in the early 1600s by G. B. Agucchi: 

“Bassano was a Pierico in representing the worst ... Caravaggio, excellent in coloring, must 
be compared to Demetrius, because he left behind the idea of Beauty, willing to follow 
likeness entirely.” [13] 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn11
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As for Bellori, in the Life of Caravaggio he adds: 

“This undoubtedly helped Caravaggio to paint, since he came at a time when the natural 
was not much used, figures of practice and manner were dissimulated, and were more 
satisfying thanks to a sense of vagueness than truth. Hence, removing pigmentation and 
vanity from the color, he reinvigorated dyes and restored their blood and fleshiness ... just 
as some herbs produce salutary medicines and very pernicious poisons, so Caravaggio, 
although he benefited in part, nevertheless wrought damage, and upset every 
ornament and morality of painting. And true painters, misled by natural imitation, had 
someone who would put them back on the right path; but just as easily, in order to escape 
one extreme one runs into the other, so in moving away from mannerism, to follow 
the natural too closely, they deviated completely from art, remaining in error and 
darkness; until Annibale Carracci came to enlighten minds and restore beauty to 
imitation.”[14] 

 This radical opposition of the Carraccis to Caravaggio's poetics is undoubtedly an irrefutably 
critical element we can summarize as follows: the Carraccis were the painters of the 
"plausible", Caravaggio was the painter of the "true." In this we are paraphrasing the 
well-known distinction formulated by Aristotle in the Poetics, a text, let us not forget, that 
experienced a new fortune as early as the second half of the sixteenth century, also vis-à-vis 
the application of its principles to figurative art. 

For Aristotle, in fact, the difference between the historian and the poet is that the 
former narrates events as they really happened, the latter as they should happen 
“according to likelihood and necessity.” And if the poet finds himself having to choose 
between describing an event that really happened but “improbable” or incongruent with the 
story to be told and one that is “likely” and logical even if invented, he must certainly choose 
the latter[15] 

Applied to figurative art, this assumption coincides precisely with the principle of 
“nature corrected by the idea” theorized by Bellori. Now the very nature of the Carracci’s 
paintings is idealized and, for this very reason, is poetically “plausible.” Caravaggio, on the 
other hand, describes reality as it is without subjecting it to any poetic or historical filter, thus 
so “true” as to become “improbable.” 

Of course today we know that this analysis of the art of Caravaggio was the result of the 
historiographical prejudices of seventeenth-century classicism. However, it could still 
grasp, albeit negatively, the shocking revolutionary charge of his way of painting which was 
opposed to controlled modernity. of Carraccesque painting. And Borea was certainly right in 
this, except that the scholar transformed critical prejudice (as pointed out above), albeit not 
devoid of an intimate truth of its own, into an approach fruitful enough to constitute the basis 
of Longhian thought, not realizing that—in doing so—he was rendering his Master a bad 
service. 

Finally coming to analyze specifically the paintings by Merisi in the Mattei collections 
and starting from the Supper at Emmaus now at the National Gallery in London, we must start 
again from Bellori: 

“For the Signori Massimi he painted an Ecce Homo which was taken to Spain, and for the 
Marquis Patrizi the Supper in Emmaus, where Christ in the center is blessing the 
bread, and one of the sitting apostles spreads  his arms when recognizing him, while 
another places his hands on the table and 8 looks at him with wonder: the innkeeper 
behind him has a cap on his head and there is an old woman carrying food. He painted a 
quite different 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn14
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creations for Cardinal Scipione Borghese: the first is more heavily tinted while both are 
praise of the imitation of natural color although parts of the decor are missing, Michael 
often degenerates into humble and vulgar forms” [16]... [And further on] ... “In the Supper 
in Erasmus, in addition to the rustic forms of the two apostles and the beardless young 
man, the innkeeper with a cap on his head, there is a plate of grapes, figs, pomegranates 
out of season on the table.” [17] 

Apart from the confusion about patrons and the lapse about the "old woman carrying the food" 
who is instead in the Supper at Emmaus now in Brera, perhaps due to the fact that Bellori 
mentions by memory works that he may have seen a long time before, his description, however, 
is essential for more than one reason. First, he cannot help but praise "the imitation of natural 
color", and from his entire description shines a barely concealed admiration for the naturalistic 
rendering of the figures and the dramatic pathos that they emanate. But these positive elements 
fail to balance the criticisms that are, in any event, more ideological than stylistic and can be 
summed up in the concept that even here Caravaggio is so “true” as to be “improbable,”  without 
decorum and even “vulgar:” in practice a summa of all academic prejudices. 

Furthermore Bellori, more far-sighted and circumspect in this than many art historians 
of today, knew very well how to grasp the religious significance of the fruit basket hovering 
over the table. When he criticized the fact that “there is a plate of grapes, figs, pomegranates out 
of season” that is, with late summer and autumn fruits inserted in an undoubtedly spring 
context, he openly recognizes the symbolic value to be attributed to the basket itself as an 
allusion to the death and resurrection of Our Lord. 

But why did Caravaggio insert this element in an “out of season” contest? For the same 
reason that he dressed the more characters of the scene with modern clothes: the religious 
drama must be subtracted from the contingency of time and history and must assume a 
universal value, as, for example, he did the Martyrdom of St. Matthew in in the church of St. Louis 
of the French or—later—in the The Taking of Christ. 

In the Supper at Emmaus, however, we are faced with one of the absolute masterpieces 
of Western painting, shocking in its modernity and realism, as if a camera zoomed in slow 
motion to a close-up on the protagonists, illuminated from above by a grazing light that seems 
to make them all come out of the darkness of sin. And the viewer is almost accompanied to Jesus 
Christ by the open arms in the shape of the cross of St. James, apostle and pilgrim, with a gesture 
that also reaffirms the meaning of death and resurrection of the painting; while the Redeemer, 
in turn, with his hand extended forward towards the other disciple who is about to get up from 
his chair in amazement, admirably restores the balance of the scene. 

The episode is narrated as it is known only in the Gospel of Luke, chap. XXIV, and refers 
to two disciples of whom only one is mentioned by name, namely Cleophas or Clopas. 
Therefore, the latter, not better identified, and James the Greater or of Zebedee would be, 
according to the most common interpretation, the protagonists of the canvas. But that does not 
take into account the fact that the other James, the younger, was the son of a Cleopas, so it is 
conceivable that Caravaggio or his consultants were confused between the two James. 
Therefore, Luke's Cleopas must be identified precisely with the figure of the pilgrim with the 
shell on his chest and arms outstretched. In any case, in part considering the date of execution 
of the painting, in 1601 and therefore not long after the recently ended Holy Year of the 
beginning of the century, we must keep in mind the close relationship between the painting and 
the jubilee. This is reaffirmed by the beardless face of the blessing Christ and which therefore 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn16
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refers to the Christian iconography of the Good Shepherd and at the same time alludes to the 
evangelizing function of the Church which certainly has a particularly significant moment in the 
Jubilees. 

Caravaggio, Supper in Emmaus, London, National Gallery (part.) 

Even the laid table, with its absolute visual and symbolic significance, becomes a sort of 
fifth protagonist of the canvas, and certainly not the least. But what are, in detail, the fruits 
painted by Caravaggio in his wonderful basket, next to the bread and to the wine on whose 
Eucharistic meaning I do not think that even the most fanatic of Longhian epigones could have 
something to object to? There are apples, quinces, pears, medlars, figs, pomegranates and white 
and red grapes overflowing from the basket, all fruits that only very generally be defined as 
autumnal because they could be harvested over a period of time ranging from August to the end 
of November [fig. 5 bis]. 

More precisely: the apple (malus domestica, of Central Asian origin) grows from the end 
of August to mid-October; the quince (cydonia oblonga, of Persian Anatolian origin) grows 
from September to the end of October; the pear (pyrus compunsi, of European and Asian origin) 
grows from the end of July to the end of September; medlar (mespilus germanica, of Caucasian 
and Asian origin) was harvested between October and November; the purple fig (ficus carica, 
of Anatolian origin) in September; the pomegranate (punica granatum) from October to 
November and finally the white and red grapes (vitis vinifera silvestris, of Caucasian origin) 
grew from early August to late September. 

In other words, given that at the time of Caravaggio there were neither refrigerators, nor 
freezers nor greenhouses, it is to be excluded that he could have really had a basket with all 
the fruit which he then transferred to the canvas in front of him. Therefore, we must 
concentrate rather on the symbolic, religious and eschatological meaning of the “apples” in a 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/londra.jpg
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broad sense, that is, not only apples, but also pears, figs and peaches (already seen in the Young, 
Sick Bacchus at the Borghese Museum and and seen later in the Basket of Fruit at the Biblioteca 
Ambrosiana).   

Maurizio Calvesi has already written decisive words about them, words that despite the 
many clumsy attempts at deractiony are still a fixed point in the analysis of
these Caravaggesque paintings: “It is not only the apple that is the symbol of the redemption 
wrought by Christ by erasing original sin, and therefore overturning the negative meaning of
the fruit, but also peach (or Persian apple) and pear [and figs, I add]” and “I now find this 
confirmed—continues the scholar—by Friedmann and the exemplary book by M. Levi 
D'Ancona: 

“Sometimes the peach appears in paintings of the Virgin and Child, in place of the apple, to 
symbolize the fruit of Salvation ...” 

However, Caravaggio's baskets seem above all celebrations of the “fruits” of Christ, the fruits 
of Grace he brought. Contextual accents of death, such as shadow and light, are, however, 
intimately connected. And grapes are paradigmatic in this sense: they allude to martyrdom 
[red], but at the same time to the life that [white] sprang from martyrdom.” [18]Double 
allusion confirmed by the open pomegranates with the fullness of the seeds shown, 
symbolizeing the merciful love that is given, but through their blood red color they also allude 
to the martyrdom of Christ and to his resurrection. 

However, it should be noted that Merisi is able to give meaningful relevance and 
absolute dramatic depth to everything he depicts, even to the only apparently inanimate 
fruit basket of the Biblioteca Ambrosiana in Milan of about 1597-99, which deserves 
some additional observation [fig. 6]. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn18
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Belonging to Cardinal Federico Borromeo, it cannot be considered a simple painting 
"from real life", as some still maintain today, though its allegorical significance is evident, 
precisely in all the still lifes of this era. But it also should be understood, on the basis of the 
studies by Maurizio Calvesi mentioned above, a message of a religious nature also confirmed 
by Rodolfo Papa who observes how the work rests “not only on the prominence of the fruits 
represented, but also exploits the their meaning, which alludes to something further: e.g. the apple 
alludes to sin, the grape to wine and therefore by extension to the blood of Christ” [19] and 
ultimately to his sacrifice and redemption.  

The most unequivocal confirmation that we are faced with a Christological allegory, 
however, comes from the comparison between this still life and the one that appears in the 
Supper at Emmaus under discussion. The two wicker baskets are practically identical and both 
are placed almost in balance on the tables that bear them. In addiction the fruit they contain
is practically the same and moreover placed in the same position, with only a few 
small differences: the presence of a peach (prunus persica, of Chinese origin, which, depending 
on the variety, can be picked in July and August) instead of the pomegranate in the version 
of the Ambrosiana, and the greater emphasis of white grapes rather than red in the painting 
now in London, as if to underline the element of the Renaissance with respect to that of 
sacrifice, understandable given that the the overall work refers to the appearance of the risen 
Christ to the disciples. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn19
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Beyond this, however, it is almost as if, in the Mattei painting, Caravaggio by highlighting 
the fruit basket, had wanted to reaffirm the "Christological" meaning of the "Fiscella" of the 
Ambrosiana. It is almost certain that this meaning was completely acceptable for his benefactor 
and the observers of the time, certainly much more accustomed to this type of reference and 
learned allusions than many current interpreters. [20] 

Returning now to the relationship of the Supper at Emmaus with the Mattei family, the 
reconstruction by Laura Testa is so exhaustive that the salient points must be mentioned in 
full: 

“On 7 January 1602 Ciriaco Mattei, in his own hand, noted the expense of 150 scudi “to give 
them to Michel Angelo da Caravaggio painter” as payment for a ‘painting of N [ostro] S [ignore] 
in fractione panis [Our Lord breaking bread].’ “ These last three words of the document do away 
with any residual doubt regarding the identification of the Mattei painting as the Supper at 
Emmaus in London that arose from the ambiguous description of Baglione, who recalls that for 
Ciriaco Mattei Caravaggio had painted a painting depicting ‘when Our Lord went to Emmaus’ 
and from the even less precise testimony of Celio, a frequent visitor to Palazzo Mattei, who 
reports a painting ‘de Emmaus’ at the Mattei family home. 

https://www.aboutartonline.com/excursus-caravaggesco/#_ftn20
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This imprecise definition of the subject has led some scholars to postulate that the Mattei 
painting depicted a Supper in Emmaus, of which the Hampton Court canvas might be a copy. In 
fact, the payment specifies that the painting depicts Christ in “fractione panis” and the phrase is 
similar to that used by Cavalier d'Arpino in 1624 to describe Caravaggio's Supper at Emmaus 
owned by the Marquis Costanzo Patrizi, now in Brera: “A large picture of a dinner when 
cognoverunt eum in fractione panis [known to them in the breaking of the bread] by the handof 
Caravaggio.” Mancini, in recalling its execution during the painter's escape in the fiefs of the 
Colonna in Zagarolo, had described as a "Christo who goes to Emmaus.” Since it is not mentioned 
in Giovan Battista Mattei's inventory of 1616, nor in subsequent ones, it must be assumed that 
the Supper at Emmaus, dated with certainty to 1601, was soon given to the powerful Cardinal 
Scipione Borghese, who arrived in Rome in 1605. The work is mentioned in his collection by 
Manilli in 1650, by Scannelli in 1657 and by Bellori in 1672.” [21] 

Let's now pass to the Saint John the Baptist in the Capitoline Museums (see fig. 2) which in 
reality, according to the recent acute iconographic analysis by Rodolfo Papa, also refers to the 
figure of Isaac, but which all ancient sources, except Gaspare Celio, interpret specifically as the 
cousin of Jesus, and, again following Laura Testa's reconstruction: 

“Among the works performed for Ciriaco Mattei by Caravaggio, who ‘nicked that gentleman of 
many hundreds of scudi, Baglione recalls a St. John the Baptist” and his testimony is confirmed
by the guide of Gaspare Celio which lists among the works of Merisi in the Mattei-Caetani palace, 
a “pastor friso” that the critics now unanimously identify with the Capitoline St. John the 
Baptist. In the book of accounts of Ciriaco two payments of 60 and 25 scudi, made to 
Caravaggio respectively on July 26, 1602 and December 5 of the same year, could be 
connected, also for stylistic reasons, to the execution of the painting depicting St. John the 
Baptist, saint eponym of 
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the firstborn son of Ciriaco. On the death of the patron, the painting passed to his son Giovanni 
Battista, in whose Wardrobe Inventory, drawn up on 4 December 1616, it is clearly described: 
"A painting of San Gio: Battista with his lamb by the hand of Caravaggio with a gold guilloche 
frame" [22] 

For the subsequent transfer of ownership of the work up to its current landing at the Capitoline 
Museums, we again refer to the reconstruction made by Laura Testa. 

Regarding the subject of the canvas, one immediately wonders if the St. John the Baptist 
is really that. Rodolfo Papa, for example, does not think so. He first of all observes how the 
figure in question is missing some fundamental characteristics of the Baptist, above all the cross 
and the bowl, and then, furthermore, that it is completely naked and not covered by a lamb- or 
kidskin. His smiling expression also makes us lean towards the son of Abraham: 

“Isaac, in fact, is the shortened form of jçhq'el, or ‘God smile, be in favor,’ or ‘God smiled, he 
showed himself in favor.’ Furthermore, the story of Isaac, since the announcement of his 
birth, is linked to laughter and smile.” 

Even more decisive, according to Papa, is that the figure is embracing a young ram: 

“The animal, in fact, is a symbol of Christ, more specifically of Christ crucified. As has 
already been pointed out by others [Röttgen, Calvesi], in the Hieroglyphica by Pietro 
Valeriano of 1575, for example the ram is defined as the "hieroglyph" of the cross, the 
Cross of redemption: it is that ram, in fact, that is sacrificed instead of Isaac (f.77v.).
Isaac and the ram together are a symbol of Christ, since, as can be seen for example 
from a reading of St. Augustine's Sermons, the advent of Christ in the sacrificial 
meaning is prefigured by Isaac united with the ram. Moreover, the representation of the 
sacrifice of Isaac as a prefiguration of the sacrifice of Christ, with the image of the ram 
placed next to Isaac, is frequently found in catacomb art.” [23] 

However, it is obvious that John the Baptist is also a prefiguration of Christ and it also seems 
unquestionable that the canvas now in the Capitoline Museums is the one indicated in the 
inventories of 1616 as "A painting of St. John the Baptist with his lamb by the hand of Caravaggio 
with a gold guilloche frame” and also connected to the payments that Ciriaco Mattei made to 
Caravaggio in 1602. 

The iconography of the painting was anything but peaceful, something which can be seen 
in the fact that in 1638 Gaspare Celio spoke of the painting as depicting “a shepherd boy” and 
that in the Pius inventory of 1641 it speaks of “a young man sitting naked on the ground, holding 
a lamb with a straight arm, and brings it to his face.” 

On the contrary both Baglione in 1642 and Bellori in 1664 and 1674 describe the figure 
as that of the Baptist [24]: and the camelskin on which the young man sits also inclines them 
towards the latter interpretation. 

To put some order into this complicated tangle of inventories, descriptions and 
iconological analyzes, one can advance the theory, which must remain just that for the 
moment, that the painting is in fact a deliberately and semantically ambiguous representation, 
referring simultaneously to Isaac and St. John the Baptist, both of whom are considered 
foreshadows of Christ. It is therefore precisely its "Christological" substratum that ultimately 
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characterizes our canvas. After all, Merisi had already painted in the so-called Young Sick 
Bacchus a young man who combines the figures of Bacchus and Jesus. For the sake of 
completeness, however, we must also discuss the interpretation of Moir, [25] which covers 
previous observations by other scholars and states that the young man in question "despite 
having been accepted as Saint John, is only a pagan ragamuffin, not touched by religious 
sentiment” and that of Clovis Whitfield who identifies the figure as that of Coridon, the 
homosexual shepherd connected with the astrological sign of Aries at the beginning of the 
alchemical year.  [26] 

As for the new ideas, let's start with a painting not taken into consideration in 
the Trattenimento dei Virtuosi and which in a very recent essay this author found solid
evidence to connect it  [27] to the Mattei family, namely Saint Francis in Prayer already in 
the Cecconi collection [v. fig. 3]. In fact Cappelletti  and Testa published a “Caravaggi S. 
Francesco [scudi] cinquecento” reported in an estimate after 1802 without any 
comment [28]; notation appropriately taken up by Jacopo Curzietti [29]  who speaks, 
however, of “a painting attributed to Merisi, not traced” omitting the fact that the note 
explicitly indicates a St. Francis is which, in my opinion, is definitely the former Cecconi 
painting. 

Recently Giacomo Berra listed eight paintings depicting St. Francis in Prayer (or perhaps 
it would be better to say in contemplation) attributed to the painter, with more or less 
justification: the one already in the Cecconi collection, [v. fig.3] which I consider the original 
prototype painted by the master from which all the other replicas or ancient copies derive; 
the one now at the National Gallery of Ancient Art of Palazzo Barberini in Rome in deposit by 
the church of S. Pietro in Carpineto Romano [fig.7]; that of the Roman church of Santa Maria 
della Concezione, also known as the Capuchin church [fig.8];  
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Caravaggio, Saint Francis in Prayer (left, now Palazzo Barberini; right Santa Maria della 
Concezione) 

that of a Maltese private collection; that of the Lampronti collection and formerly in the church 
of the Suffragio in Sant’Arcangelo di Romagna and two others—nor can we exclude that there 
are others (29 bis). 

A separate discussion is related to the many canvases in which the great Lombard artist 
identifies himself with the figure of St. Francis. As early as 1990 Alessandro Zuccari [30] 
dedicated decisive pages to this matter, specifying that “the Lombard painter seems to have 
made the Capuchins’ pauperism his own not only for reasons of patronage, but also because his 
personal attraction for that type of spirituality where authoritative and popular figures such as 
Carlo Borromeo, Filippo Neri and Felice da Cantalice were united by mutual sympathies. An 
indication of his interest in the poorest of orders that arose in the sixteenth century is provided 
by testimony by Orazio Gentileschi who declared—in the famous 1603 trial that Baglione 
brought against Caravaggio himself—that he had lent "a Capuchin robe" to his friend Merisi, 
who returned it to him after a few months.” 

It is exactly September 14, 1603. When Gentileschi was questioned about his relations 
with Baglione and Caravaggio and when he had last seen them he replied that it had been a 
long time since he spoke with the former. 

“Because in going to Rome he wants me to show him respect, as do I, and Caravaggio as 
well, even though we are friends, wants me to show him respect, and although I am friendly 
with both there is nothing else between us; but it must be six or eight months since I’ve 
spoken to Caravaggio, although he sent a note to my house for a Capuchin habit which I 
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lent him and a pair of wings, and it must be ten days since he sent the habit back to me.” 
[31] 

And it is precisely in the perspective outlined by Zuccari that the numerous examples in which 
the painter not only concurred generally to the principals of the Capuchins but even identified 
with, or one might say, portrays himself in the guise of the saint of Assisi, should be underlined. 
As Carla Rossi recently observed, “St. Francis in Prayer is not the only painting in which the 
painter wanted to highlight his empathic relationship with the Poor Man of Assisi ... and ... the 
choice to emulate Francis, figure Christi was not occasional but rather indicative of Merisi’s 
spirituality of Merisi… who had embraced the Franciscan paupertas altissima, some years 
before the death sentence,.”  [32] 

Now, among the various paintings where Caravaggio, so to speak, identifies himself in 
the role of the Saint, the only one where self-identification and true self-portrait coincide is 
precisely the Saint Francis in Prayer ex Cecconi, very close, albeit a counterpart, to the self-
portrait that appears in the Martyrdom of St. Matthew of St. Louis of the French, albeit with 
slight differences: the slightly longer beard and slightly more emaciated face. 

As Carla Rossi also observes, the painter, including himself among the sinners who 
witnessed the saint’s martyrdom, wanted—through his gaze full of devotion to Matthew—to 
underline his capacity for salvation, reaffirmed no more than three years afterwards, in the 
canvas under examination. In fact, it must be dated without a doubt around 1603 and certainly 
not 1606 which is the dating now almost unanimously accepted for the Saint Francis in Prayer 
formerly in Carpineto Romano and now in deposit at Palazzo Barberini, considered by a 
substantial part of the current historiography (but with very authoritative exceptions that we 
will soon analyze) as the only Caravaggesque autograph of the subject in question. 

We shall begin with an analysis of the style by repeating something this author wrote recently: 

“The enveloping light, the softness of the chromatic mixture and the rendering of the 
fabrics, as well as the detail of the hands, portrayed down to the slightest wrinkles with 
great finesse, places our painting nearest to the Sacrifice of Isaac now in the Uffizi. We can 
again observe how the perfect semicircle of Francis' right sleeve is identical to that of the 
fold of that of Abraham’s. But also The Inspiration of Saint Matthew at San Luigi of the 
French (painted not long before) matches remarkable stylistic similarities with the ex 
Cecconi painting, while the canvases dating back to around 1606 contain contrasting light 
and dramatic accents foreign to our canvas but present, instead, in the former Carpineto, 
dating back to 1606.” [33] 

Although both the ex Cecconi and Carpineto canvases, as well as that in the Capuchin Museum 
in Santa Maria della Contemplazione (now considered by many scholars to be an almost 
contemporary copy of the original), are of the highest quality, albeit with hardly marginal 
differences. As noted several times, the first of the three stands out precisely for the
pathos expressed but wisely counterbalanced by a particular softness of the chromatic 
mixture. In this we are comforted by the opinion of the leading Italian scholar of 17th 
century painting, Sir Denis Mahon, who, on January 7, 2007, in a letter addressed to the 
owner of the work and commenting on a recent exhibition in Düsseldorf where the canvas 
was judged an original by Merisi, [[34] wrote decisive words in this regard:
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"Dear Mario, it was good to see the St. Francis you showed me, after its return from the 
Dusseldorf Caravaggio. The results of the cleaning has been very positive, and the pentimenti 
show that is, in my opinion, the original of the Capucin version at Santa Maria della  Concezione, 
and Carpineto Romano (now in Palazzo Barberini, Rome) versions ". 

And Mina Gregori, in the Preface to the Catalog of the Caravaggio exhibition [35] wrote: 

“The essay [by Whitfield] also points to Caravaggio's early activity, as we are coming to 
know it, as a copyist, which he continued to exploit later. This has made it possible to 
attribute to him with good reason further versions of works that are already known. An 
instance of this is the brilliant Saint Francis at Prayer in the exhibition: a subject known 
from various examples, among them the canvas from Carpineto Romano, usually located 
at palazzo Barberini. The example shown here differs from the others because it has 
numerous important pentimenti.” 

Analysis developed by Whitfield himself, who wrote about St. Francis ex Cecconi only a short 
time later: 

“In the present painting, whose pentimenti revealed by a recent cleaning show that this is 
the first version of Caravaggio's interpretation of the theme, the artist emphasizes the 
humility and suffering of the man whom many considered to be a alter Christus, in a rocky 
landscape, without resorting to sensational elements, such as stigmata, violently attacked 
by Protestants because of their supposed idolatry. The naturalism developed by 
Caravaggio was in perfect harmony with the need for realism defined by Roberto 
Bellarmino under the expression of 'vera rei similitudo', and which constitutes an 
important characteristic of the Florentine paintings preserved in Rome ... In the 
Merisi piece this realism was requested by patrons such as the Mattei, as a form of 
miraculous expression, much more impressive than the meticulous imitation of details 
offered by the competition. The Mattei seem to have owned the original Saint Francis 
by Caravaggio himself, which made it valued much higher than the Taking of Christ sold 
by the family in 1802 (Dublin). The realism developed here is close to that of the 
Pilgrim's Madonna, designed to convey the simplicity of the saint's poverty. This recently 
discovered version is characterized by vast pentimenti visible to X-rays, here 
illustrate the stages of the elaboration of the image by Caravaggio.” [36] 

This opinion reaffirmed by Claudio Strinati who speaks of: 

“A masterful version, rightly considered as Caravaggio’s original, marked by a clearer and 
more delicate chromatic texture, tending to highlight the calm brightness emanating from 
the saint's gesture that unites the theological virtues of Faith, Hope and Charity based on 
the setting that shines in the prototype of the Capuchins of S. Maria della Conciliazione, 
highlighting the intimate and serene character that led the painter to soften the contrast 
of light and shadow.” [37] 

Summarizing, in the author’s opinion and as specified below, the ex Cecconi canvas is
from 1603, that of the Capuchins is contemporary or slightly later, that of Carpineto is 
from 1606. 

Going even more detail and considering the correct hypothesis of Cantalamessa that the 
testimony of Orazio Gentileschi of the loan to Caravaggio of a Capuchin habit refers to St. 
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Francis, [38] we can place this painting within a period of time that goes to approximately from 
February to September 1603, while we believe that Merisi then recalled the image of the St. 
Francis from memory in the subsequent canvases in which he dealt with the Assiate, and in 
particular in the St. Francis in Prayer of the Civic Art Gallery of Cremona and in the other St. 
Francis in contemplation already in Carpineto Romano, both of 1606. 

But, ultimately, who was the client of the canvas we are dealing with? In my opinion it is 
Ciriaco Mattei, who hosted our artist in his palace since 1601 and who over time paid him 
hundreds of shields and commission him at least four certain paintings of which we are 
aware and others that we can only hypothesize. . After all 

“Ciriaco's predilection for Caravaggio's art was due not only to aesthetic preferences but 
also to ideological reasons, of common religious sensitivity”, [39] 

which bring us back to the realm of Franciscan spirituality. Cardinal Girolamo, Ciriaco's 
brother, as we noted earlier, was already a member of the Archconfraternity of the Gonfalone 
and protector of the Franciscans and the convent of Aracoeli, as was Ciriaco, a personal friend, 
among other things, of St. Philip Neri. If we then add that Girolamo died in 1603, then we can 
believe that the St. Francis in Prayer was commissioned by relatives of the cardinal as a sort of 
ex voto to celebrate his devotion to the Assisi saint. 

This devotion confirmed by the subjects that the cardinal wanted for the frescoes in the 
ante-chapel and chapel of his palace, now Caetani, whose designs are by Cristoforo Roncalli 
(linked by personal friendship with Girolamo but also particularly close to the spirituality of 
the Oratorians) and were executed by his collaborators Giuseppe d'Aiello and Alessandro de 
'Presciati. These are St. Jerome, the prelate’s namesake, St. Matthew and, naturally, St. Francis, 
depicted receiving the stigmata and seeing his order approved. [40] 

But a few words are required for the The Calling of St Matthew: in fact, in the small 
painting we clearly can see Jesus Christ bursting into the scene from the right and imperiously 
calls to the tax collector Matthew who turns towards him and makes the same gesture with his 
right hand that Caravaggio (who evidently knew this fresco well) would later repeat in the 
Contarelli Chapel, unequivocally indicating himself and who knows what other figure to his left 
and intent on counting the money on the table, as abruptly assumed by some scholar even 
today. [41] 

Returning to St. Francis in Prayer, in his recent excellent study on Francesco de’ Rustici, 
the patron of the copy at the Capuchins, [42] Marco Pupillo confirms, albeit indirectly, this 
author’s reconstruction of the connection between the ex Cecconi version and the Mattei family. 
De’ Rustici, in fact, regularly attended the SS. Trinità dei Pellegrini, and was in contact with the 
Oratorian environment linked to St. Philip Neri and many of Caravaggio’s patrons, such as the 
Massimi and Cavalletti families. Above all, however, he was very  close to Ciriaco Mattei, 
precisely in the period 1601-1603, when Caravaggio lived in the palace of the Roman noble. 

It is therefore our opinion that Francesco was able to see the original Caravaggesque at 
the Mattei family and have it copied by Prosperino Orsi, already defined ab antiquo by 
Baglione with the term "Caravaggio's dragoman”  [interpreter] and also in contact with the 
Mattei family. In fact, Pupillo writes: 
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“It is certain that [the author of the version of the Capuchin Church] gave an extremely 
personal interpretation of the painting, not only “softening it,” as Vodret observed, but also 
adapting it to the stylistic features of Caravaggio's painting of the very first years of the 
century and producing a curious effect of  backdating (hence the placing of about 1603, 
mainly referred by scholars to the specimen, when it was still believed to be an original)” 

and a little further on he adds 

“It is not easy to hypothesize as to when the copy was commissioned, but it is certain that 
it was shortly after the execution of the painting [by Carpineto], which the writer believes 
can be dated to around 1606.” [43] 

Now, if the prototype is not the one now in Palazzo Barberini, which moreover if it was painted 
in Paliano, near the Colonna fiefdoms, as critics are now oriented to believe, it is unclear 
exactly when and where the supposed copyist could have reproduced it. The ex Cecconi
version, which the author dated to 1603, whose greater softness of the chromatic mixture 
compared to the version of 1606 was underscored earlier, it follows with that the copy of the
Capuchins was made shortly after the original, in 1603 when de’ Rustici may have seen it in 
Palazzo Mattei, and that its "softened" character is not the effect of any "backdating" but is 
simply in line with the Caravaggesque style of that period, just as Pupil points out. 

However, it is precisely the technical and radiographic analyses of our canvas [see figs. below] 
that have revealed so many pentimenti (not simple corrections) and of such magnitude as to 
make the hypothesis of this being a copy inconceivable, as is perfectly clear from the 
transparency profile of the restorer Silvia Cerio: 
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“From the diagnostic tests carried out on the painting, very interesting aspects appeared 
regarding the painting technique. And in this sense, the painter's process appears clearly legible, 
able to evolve and bend the drawing to the creative impetus that manifests itself free from the 
constraints of a predefined design, while the composition gradually adapts to the limits of the 
canvas to better tell the viewer emotion of the story. 
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The figure of the saint wraps the skull bringing it towards him: this movement is highlighted in its 
by the displacement of the waist with the cord repeatedly marked with different angles. The right 
sleeve in the foreground has modified lengths and folds. The hood of the habit changes its shape 
slightly. These corrections tell us about the evolution of a gesture by the saint who draws the skull 
to himself, in a deep sense of compassion. The area of the skull itself, on the other hand, tells us of 
another creative moment: under the pictorial layer there are very legible traces of a book, as 
though at first the painter had imagined that the saint were directing his prayer  on the death of 
Christ through the Gospel and then, at a later stage, had chosen a more direct conversation. 
Perhaps, in the “book” phase, the skull was sketched in the lower right corner under the cross, 
where a stone is now depicted. Observing the x-rays, however, one can guess the shadows of the 
orbits. Finally, the arms of the wooden cross were moved with a more exasperated perspective 
towards the viewer to involve him in the scene.” And with a surprising optical effect, the cross itself 
seems to straighten as the viewer’s gaze moves from left to right. [44] 

Compared to the initial version, the position of the saint's head is also slightly shifted to the 
right; furthermore, a knee can be glimpsed under the habit, between the cross and the arm,  a 
clear sign that the entire posture of Francis was initially conceived  completely differently. More 
than simple pentimenti we are therefore in the presence of genuine plastic and poetic 
redefinition of the entire painting, completely impossible in a copy. Some pentimenti, [45] albeit 
marginal, are instead found in the Palazzo Barberini version, compatible in this case with a copy 
by Caravaggio himself. Finally, no pentimenti appear in the Capuchin canvas, precisely because 
it is a copy, albeit old and of excellent quality. 

In short, in the opinion of some of Caravaggio's leading scholars such as Mina Gregori, 
Denis Mahon, Claudio Strinati, documentary research, diagnostic investigations but above all 
what the great Roberto Longhi called "the first document", that is a stylistic and formal 
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analysis without prejudice and while looking at the painting itself, not an often poor 
photographic reproduction, all these elements converge in considering the St. Francis in Prayer 
ex Cecconi as an autograph by Merisi. 

Indeed in this author’s opinion, it is the prototype, while the painting now in Palazzo 
Barberini, probably executed in 1606 while Caravaggio, fleeing from Rome, was a guest of 
the Colonna fiefdoms in Paliano, is a replica. It is, in any case, an autograph of excellent 
workmanship, naturally executed  by heart (which Merisi often did) and without having 
the model in front of him, which also explains the slight differences between the two versions. 

A final observation concerns the so-called "saving technique" used by Caravaggio to 
represent the patch of the habit placed under the cord and the abrasions of some parts of the 
same garment: it consists in using the underlying preparation of the canvas as color, leaving it 
visible with a particularly effective “brick red” effect and pertinent to the tattered and torn 
dress of the Saint of Assisi. It is also evident how such a pictorial expedient is linked to an 
instinctive gesture and dictated by creative urgency, confirmed by the drafting of the rocks 
and stone where the cross is placed directly on the preparation with carbon black: these 
are characteristics that can be found only in a prototype and not in a replica or, least of all, in a 
copy and are further proof of the autography of the St. Francis ex Cecconi. 

At the end of this discussion, let us now turn to the Taking of Christ, the version of which 
kept at the National Gallery in Dublin [v. fig. 4] is not the Caravaggesque prototype, as stated 
in il Trattenimento [46], but an ancient copy by Gerrit van Honthorst, while the original
by Merisi is the one that formerly was part of the Sannini collection [see fig. 5]. 

The Taking of Christ, Dublin version 
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The Taking of Christ, Sannino version, now Bigetti coll. 

It is mentioned for the first time in Ciriaco Mattei's inventory: 

“As of the day 2 of Jan. 1603 and one hundred and twenty-five scudi of the month of July, 
paid to Michel Angelo di Caravaggio for a painting with its painted frame of a Christ taken 
from the garden I owe sc. 125.”  [47] 

Jacopo Curzietti recently dealt with the question. This author can fully confirm his analysis, 
quoted in its entirety for the sake of clarity: 

“With the exception of the Supper at Emmaus, which presumably became part of the 
collection of Cardinal Scipione Borghese, a painting repeatedly mentioned in those 
inventories, the St John the Baptist  and The Taking of Christ [48] appear in 1616 among 
the assets of Ciriaco's son, Giovanni Battista Mattei. The latter, in his testamentary will 
drawn up between 1623 and 1624 [49], arranged to donate the Saint John the Baptist to 
Cardinal Francesco Maria Del Monte and on the same occasion decided to donate the 
Taking of Christ to his cousin Paolo Mattei. According to critics’ estimates [50], 
this last canvas would be recognizable in the painting cited in the inventory of Paolo of 1638, 
in that mentioned in 1676 among the possessions of his brother Girolamo, again in the 
estimate of the paintings owned by Alessandro, son of Girolamo, drawn up by 1729, and 
finally in the inventory of the assets of Girolamo II in 1753 and that of Duke Giuseppe in 
1793.”[51] 

Interrupting Curzietti's analysis for a moment, we can observe how all the reconstructions 
present in the essays cited in the note contain inaccuracies. Ultimately make their analysis 
unacceptable. In fact, the painting "with the black guilloche gold frame with its red taffeta, and 
red silk cords, hanging bows,” is precisely “The Taking of Christ with a painted frame” for which 
Ciriaco Mattei paid 125 scudi in January 1603 and present in the inventories of 
Giovanni Battista Mattei of 1616, Asdrubale Mattei's Wardrobe of 1631 and 1638, 
reappearing in 1729 among the assets of Alessandro Mattei and in 1753 in the inventory of 
Girolamo II [52], was merged finally into the Sannini collection, It is confused with “a 
painting by Caravaggio The Taking of Christ with a golden frame its green taffeta curtain” 
present in the inventory of Paolo Mattei of 1638, in that of Duke Girolamo in 1676 and 
finally in that of Duke Alexander of 1729 with a value of 500 scudi [53], and which is 
instead the painting now exhibited in Dublin. 

Returning to Curzietti's analysis, we can also observe how “the hypothesis [54] has recently 
been advanced that Merisi's canvas may have become on a part of the picture gallery of 

Asdrubale Mattei, Ciriaco's brother. In an annotation added later, in 1624, his inventory of
assets mentions, albeit with no mention of Caravaggio, The Taking of Christ with a black 
guilloche gold frame, i.e. the identical frame recorded for the Merisi painting in the inventory of 
Giovanni Battista Mattei of 1616. The canvas in question is again cited in Asdrubale's 
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inventories of 1631 and 1638, respectively with a guilloche gold frame and a gilded black frame. 
It is also interesting to note that, still in 1729, in the inventory of Alessandro Mattei, next to the 
painting assigned to Caravaggio with a golden frame, there is the painting previously belonging 
to Asdrubale, valued in this circumstance as much as 200 scudi, a considerable sum since the 
name of the work’s author is not mentioned. The probability that Caravaggio's canvas was 
actually in Asdrubale's collection is confirmed by Giovan Pietro Bellori, who remembers it as 
one of the marquis's paintings both in the Note of the Museums, Libraries, Galleries and 
ornaments of statues and paintings in the Palaces, in the , and in the Giardini di Roma (1664), and 
in the painter's biography. Particularly illuminating is the description given to us by the Roman 
scholar in the Lives, where the figure of St. John the Baptist is remembered in the scene, 
therefore with a more expanded gesture, such as to provide a rectangular format larger than 
the canvas in Dublin. Excluding that the work may have been cut around 1624, the date when 
the Taking of Christ appears among the assets of Giovan Battista Mattei for the first time with 
a gilded frame, it is also necessary to consider that, where, in eighteenth-century inventories, 
it explicitly indicates the painting in question as square, it must be understood that the format 
of the painting is not clearly rectangular and not an alleged square. It is therefore probable 
that the canvas with Merisi’s Taking of Christ, already passed through the gallery of Giovanni 
Battista Mat at the end of the twenties of the seventeenth century to that of his uncle 
Asdrubale, must be identified as a different version from he one in Dublin. In this regard, It is 
therefore possible to recognize the original by Caravaggio as the painting preserved in the 
mid-twentieth century in the Sannini collection in Florence and which recently reappeared 
on the Roman antiques market.” [55] 

Now let's examine the intricate question of  The Taking of Christ, formerly in the Sannini 
collection. This is the only painting that retains its original frame (the "black guilloche gold 
frame”) and is the only version of the painting present in all inventories—Mattei until 1616 
and subsequently in those of 1631, 1638, 1729, 1753—and consequently it is the only
autograph by Merisi. [56]It is the same painting that Bellori saw at Asdrubale Mattei: 

“Other Roman aristocrats shared the delight of his brush, including Marquis Asdrubale 
Mattei, who had him paint The Taking of Christ. Judah holds his hand on the master's 
shoulder after the kiss; meanwhile a fully armed Soldier extends his arm, and iron-clad 
hand to the Lord's chest, who pauses, patient and humble, with his hands folded forward, 
behind St. John with his arms outstretched. Caravaggio imitated the rusty armor of the 
soldier with his head covered, and the profile of his face coming out somewhat from the 
helmet. Behind, a lantern rises, followed by two other armed heads.”  [57] 

In the author’s  opinion, this very accurate description is decisive. In fact, there is no doubt that 
it refers to the ex Sannini painting and not to the one now in Dublin, since it indirectly shows 
that this "The Taking of Christ" always belonged to Asdrubale Mattei,  to the point that Bellori 
considers the latter to be the patron of the work.. Instead, the other painting of the same subject 
with "gilded frame and green taffeta curtain", which, appears for the first time in 1638 in
the inventory of assets of Paolo Mattei with the attribution to Caravaggio and is the same 
canvas bequeathed in 1624 from Giovan Battista to the same cousin [58] is in all probability the 
copy painted by Honthorst but already considered for a long while as being by the hand of 
Merisi. The painting had a square shape from the beginning and therefore was not "squared" 
later, as appropriately observed by Curzietti. To further complicate matters, we must add that 
Asdrubale had a copy made by the unknown painter Giovanni di Attilio in 1626, precisely from 
this "square", a copy placed in Paolo Mattei's bedroom.  [59] Theis further confirms that until
his death Hasdrubal Asdrubale  never wanted to deprive himself, of the original 
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Caravaggesque. This is most likely the same painting preserved at the State Museum of Western 
and Eastern Art in Odessa and for a long time considered the Merisi prototype. [60] 

Therefore, Testa is correct when she states that "On January 2, 1603, through the Doni 
bank, Ciriaco Mattei made another payment to Caravaggio of 125 scudi  “for a painting with 
its painted frame of The Taking of Christ.”  But she is then mistaken in her comments on the 
documents she herself found when she continues: 

“The painting, which has recently been traced back to Ireland, was painted in 1602 by the 
painter who, after important public commissions for S. Luigi dei Francesi and for Santa 
Maria del Popolo, was at the height of his fame and fortune. Recorded in the inventoriesr 
of 1616 and 1624, the canvas was left by Giovan Battista to his cousin Monsignor Paolo 
Mattei, son of Asdrubale and, on his death, in 1638, it became part of Asdrubale's 
collection.” [61] 

However, according to the same scholar, he had died four days before his son! . 

Now, not only is the painting in question not the one "recently found in Ireland", but it 
also became part of Hasdrubal Asdrubale  collection shortly after 1616 and did not move from 
there until the death of the owner who thus enjoyed it for about thirty years, contrary to what 
both Testa and Cappelletti have stated. [62] Therefore, The Taking of Christ mentioned in the 
inventories of 1616 and 1624 is by no means the same picture; the first, with a "black guilloche 
gold frame" is the only autograph by Caravaggio; the second, with "gilded frame and green 
taffeta curtain", gifted in 1624 by Giovan Battista to his cousin Paolo, was, as previously 
observed, already a copy, most likely the one now in Dublin, and was later placed into the 
Asdrubale collection and subsequently in that of Girolamo, who eventually found after 1638 
to have three main versions (in addition to some minor ones) of the same painting: the one 
formerly in the Sannini collection, which is the prototype, the copy by Honthorst now in Dublin 
and the copy by Giovanni di Attilio which is in all probability the one now preserved in Odessa.

A further confirmation of this reconstruction comes precisely from a careful stylistic 
comparison of the Dublin altarpiece and the Sannini painting.  Paradoxically, it is 
precisely Testa’s description of the first of the two works that suggests the autography of the 
second. In fact, the scholar writes: 

“The closed, elliptical structure of the central composition is similar to that of other works 
from the period between 1600 and 1602, such as the The Entombment of Christ or The 
Incredulity of St. Thomas and is broken on the left by the character who runs away with 
his arm raised and the wide-open mouth in a scream that constitutes a sure reference to 
the Martyrdom of St. Matthew in the Contarelli Chapel, while the pointed face of Christ, the 
crowding of the composition, resemble the first version of the Conversion on the Way to 
Damascus, the climate of that first Lombard and Mannerist register that coexists, at this 
time still not completely abandoned, in the style of Caravaggio with the simplified and 
monumental approach that he had already demonstrated in public commissions.” [63] 

It is too bad that this description is closer to the ex Sannini canvas than to that of Dublin. In fact, 
in the latter the face of Christ is not at all pointed, emaciated and marked by deep wrinkles as 
in the other painting. Instead, it is defined and more melancholy than suffering; the St. John who 
runs away screaming does not coherently follow the elliptical course of the composition, almost 
infinitely prolonging the semicircle of arms that crowd the center of the scene, as indeed in the 
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version already Sannini, but rather it seems almost a figure added a posteriori and that 
interrupts rather than increases the pathos dramatic event. 

Again, as Curzietti rightly observes, the whole of Bellori's narrative cited above is much 
better suited to a rectangular format than a square one. As for the "alleged squaring" a 
posteriori,  i.e. a "curtailment of the sides" to which the canvas  was subjected, [64] it is frankly 
very difficult to think that whoever was the owner of this very important original Caravaggio 
could have decided to cripple the figure of the fleeing young St. John, so that he almost appears 
maimed, with the obvious result of irreparably depreciating the painting. The Dublin version 
was therefore already originally in a square  format and the work of a copyist, who, although of 
the highest quality (Gerard van Honthorst), did not fully understood the ultimate meaning of 
Merisi's masterpiece. The latter, in fact, would never have thought to paint the St. John so 
blatantly "mutilated.” In fact, in the ex Sannini version, which is undoubtedly the original, the 
Evangelist appears in all his entirety, with only his hand left just at the edge of the canvas, to 
increase the sense of dizzying escape and the pressing rhythm of the composition. 

We now come to the man in profile with the lantern in his hand who appears on the 
opposite side of the painting, which is a sure self-portrait and which the artist will replicate 
"from memory" in the sublime and very late Martyrdom of Saint Ursula. As happened on other 
occasions, Caravaggio is pictured here as a witness to a tragic event and in the ex Sannini 
version he appears with the figure entirely and plastically defined and clearly above the forest 
of glittering helmets that appear in front of him; furthermore, the decisive contrast of light and 
dark colors sharpen its dramatic significance, as of one who wants to escape the darkness of sin 
and drink from the saving light of grace that illuminates part of his face. In the Dublin version, 
on the contrary, his features are softened compared to the first version and therefore he 
appears less involved in the dramatic fury of the whole. 

Even the light of the lantern held by the armiger at Caravaggio's side, in the Dublin 
painting rises upwards, as is typical of Gherardo's paintings, resulting dangerously close to 
the soldier's hand, while in the ex Sannini version it remains rightly limited within its 
envelope and determines a much more accentuated and dramatic contrast of lights and 
shadows: and again, in the Dublin canvas, a tree is represented above the head of Judas, while 
at the top right spears sprout, elements that are not represented in the Sannini version 
and they are not mentioned by Bellori. The "crossed hands" of Christ, in the Dublin version, 
are almost bloodless and seem to have just come out of a manicure and do not have the 
dramatic significance of those formerly Sannini. As for the colors, the violent and flaming 
reds, almost soaked in the blood, and the vigorous and "invigorated" blacks, as if made of 
pitch, of the first version, soften in Dublin in tonal passages of ocher, pink, sienna. , of lapis 
lazuli, much more suited to Honthorst than to Caravaggio. 

An analysis by this author coincides in many respects with that already formulated by 
Clovis Whitfield in 2006 [65] and then perfectly summarized in a subsequent volume: “This 
version [ex Sannini] is the original painted for Ciriaco Mattei, distinguishable by the many 
pentimenti that show the artist's difficulties in organizing such a large composition with so 
many figures. In the Mattei inventories it is distinguished by the black and gold frame with 
arabesque decoration originally supplied by Caravaggio himself together with the painting. 
Each of the central figures is painted over a previous one so that the yellow of Judas' robe shines 
through the loss of color of the soldier's armor. The figure of Christ was painted twice, the 
second time to make room for the dramatic gesture of St. John on the left: a profile of a woman 
is visible on the right, and was eliminated as inappropriate to the subject.”[ 66] 
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This analysis is confirmed by the late Vincenzo Pacelli: "Recently, at the celebratory 
exhibition of Caravaggio hosted at the Scuderie del Quirinale, the work was re-proposed with 
the attribution to Merisi, but some doubts have been advanced by many, including Gherardo 
delle Notti, who is increasingly convincing for stylistic reasons, especially in comparison to the 
canvas of a similar subject from the Roman collection - that is the specimen already in the 
Sannini collection - 8 cm and a half taller and well 47 cm wider- [67], initially presented by 
Longhi in 1943, recently exhibited at the Düsseldorf exhibition in 1996 and republished in the 
monograph by Sebastian Schütze. In addition, a series of pentimenti revealed in the x-ray 
examination, to which Whitfield's attention was drawn, would seem to accredit the Roman 
examplar as the autograph. 

“[In the Dublin canvas] the very Flemish construction of the armor does not seem that 
typical of Merisi, especially when compared to the armor of the soldier of the Crowning with 
Thorns of the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna ... In the Dublin painting the light reflects on 
the metal without being absorbed and creating an even lighter color; in the Rome Caravaggio, 
on the contrary, light is received by the iron, which absorbs it and softens its strength, leaving 
a warmer, black color. In short, it is as if Gherardo ... essentially did not copy, but interpreted 
the Caravaggesque text, providing a more refined and congenial version for his expressive 
sensitivity and his pictorial tradition ... Ultimately, the two works in comparison denounce a 
further substantial difference: the features of the physiognomy appear different, and above all 
the figures of the Roman canvas move easily in a less constrained and more realistic space, 
which consequently accentuates their natural size.” [68] 

In the same volume, the painting restorer Carla Mariani offers very interesting insights 
into Merisi's painting technique and the conservative interventions carried out on the ex 
Sannini painting, starting with the fundamental analysis of the work’s frame, the original "black 
guilloche gold", [fig. 19] the same as the Medusa of the Uffizi, further proves the authenticity of 
our version. And continuing she observes: 

“The technique of the painting, revealed in its extraordinary quality, develops through 
overlapping layers of color that underscore a lucid expository project. For example, the 
figure of John is superimposed over that of Christ, since the green of the apostle's sleeve 
shows through the cinnabar red of his robe and the locks of Christ's hair shine through, 
turning sculptural, almost metallic, spirals become transparent and allow us to read the 
red below. The iron black of the armiger's metal glove allows us to see the folds of the 
mantle on which it is superimposed. To paint the mantle of Christ, the painter, who
[unlike Honthorst] almost never used blue, used smalt, a rather unusual color,
obtained by grinding a pigmented silica glass, resulting in a thick a bluish gray tone, 
which however oxidizes considerably turning into brown.” [69] 

There are also numerous pentimenti (which concern the very layout of the entire composition 
and which would be impossible in a copy): here, we mention only the main ones. The different 
positions of the armiger's hand holding the lantern; the significant corrections of the eye, ear 
and arm along the side of the painter's self-portrait; the fact that from the reflectography [see 
figs. below] it is clear that behind Caravaggio, in the now dark space, another armiger had 
been devised and in the distance the silhouettes of two women, now canceled, appeared. 
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In addition, there is the movement of about 15 centimeters of John's red cloak and his hands 
stretched upwards and the change in position of Peter's hand resting on Christ's shoulder. 

We can also see a curious protuberance [fig. 20] which (albeit for now  is only this
author’s hypothesis, to be explored) could refer to the well-known sentence of the Letter of 
Judah: [70] 
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Caravaggio, The Taking of Christ, formerly Sannini (now coll. Bigetti) 

"act, some individuals have infiltrated among you, who have already been marked for
this condemnation for some time,” identifying precisely Iscariot as the traitor par excellence, 
one of those “already marked” by God. 

Before closing we need to underline how all those who used the words of Roberto 
Longhi—who believed the Sannini version to be a copy—to promote the Dublin version, which 
of course the great scholar could not know, scored a sensational own goal. Longhi in fact writes: 
"Among the copies exhibited in Milan in '51 was the Taking of Christ from the Sannini collection 
in Florence. It was almost the only one that critics who flourished around the exhibition 
seriously considered [author’s underlining] but, I fear, only for its convenient conformity with 
Bellori’s detailed description of the lost original of the Mattei house.” 

After having taken into account the numerous copies of the painting that "flourished" in the 
following years, among which he considered the Odessa published in 1956 by X. Malitzkaia 
qualitatively superior, the scholar continued: "My very poor knowledge of Russian  has not 
allowed me to verify if and how the Malitzkaia explains the greater width of the Sannini version 
which is the only one to give us almost the entire arms of the young fugitive on the left [author’s 
underlining]; a detail which, apart from the fully Caravaggesque nature of the elegant folds, 
corresponds to the words of Bellori “fleeing behind with open arms.” Also, the spacing of the 
group on both sides gives it a sense of tragic procession shrouded in darkness. There is no doubt 
that the Sannini version is the only one to give us complete development of the creation of the 
original which we must therefore believe was reduced very soon afterwards (to make it 
perhaps more compliant with normal gallery formats) and, in this reduced state, it would then 
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be used for all the other copies found so far.” Furthermore, speaking of the figures around the 
lantern bearer, he defines the Sannini canvas as "too damaged in this area", thus admitting that 
some very important points were not fully judged. 

The careful reading of these pages suggests the following considerations: 1) Longhi 
admitted that even in '51 the "Sannini version" was in a precarious state of conservation, but 
that, despite this, most critics “had taken it in serious consideration” as a Caravaggesque 
autograph; 2) that it was the only one, in terms of size and breadth of pictorial rendering, that 
conformed to Bellori’s description in the 1600s and therefore conforming to the prototype that 
he believed lost; 3) that all the square canvases and small sizes, such as that of Odessa, were in 
any case to be considered copies and as such would therefore also have judged the Dublin 
canvas, which of course, as stated above, he could not yet know. Now, since the Sannini The 
Taking of Christ has over time undergone radical cleaning that has restored il to its ancient
splendor and that after seventy years from the Milanese exhibition, despite relentless 
research, no other version with its dimensions emerged, it follows that it must be 
recognized as the original by the hand of Caravaggio himself.  

We now come to the presumed “squaring,” that is the a posteriori reduction of the 
painting’s size mentioned previously. This is vehemently denied by the discoverer of the 
Dublin painting, Sergio Benedetti who writes: “On the more purely technical aspects of its 
execution, it was found that the painting has a support formed by a single canvas, whose 
texture, in terms of number of threads, it appears identical, in a radiograph comparison, to that 
of St. John the Baptist in the Capitoline Art Gallery. Its sides appear to have been trimmed in the
past, just above the line of the anchoring nails to the original frame. This can still be seen by 
examining the x-rays, which show intact the arches caused by the initial tension of the edges. 
Therefore, the painted area of the canvas has not undergone any reduction or alteration of 
proportions.” [71] 

But in doing so Benedetti had to admit that Caravaggio would have painted a work  that 
was “mutilated” in its creative tension and completely different from Bellori’s description of 
the work, which was precisely the reason why Cappelletti and Testa had tried to support the 
later mutilation of Honthorst's version. Ultimately, the Dublin version (made on a single 139.5 
× 169.5 cm canvas) cannot be considered, in terms of size, style, or the documentation of the 
Mattei house, as the Caravaggesque prototype, which instead goes returned, just for the reasons 

listed above, to the ex Sannini version (165 × 225 cm.). 

That the issue has been very complicated from the very beginning is confirmed by the 
conundrum in which the late Maurizio Marini got involved. In  his first monograph on Merisi, 
he proved to be a staunch supporter of the Odessa painting. However, after the discovery of the 
Dublin canvas he downgraded that version to a simple copy and promoted the Dublin version, 
declaring it an autograph by Caravaggio and stating that it was it reduced by Caravaggio himself 
[sic !!]. Finally, he further revised his judgment and promoted the Sannini version as the 
original, considered a completed prototype different from the Dublin canvas. [72] 

Sergio ROSSI Rome May 26, 2021 (Part I ^) 

English Translation: Lenore Rosenberg 
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